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Irish International Freight Association - Preparing for BREXIT
Introduction and Overview

The membership of the IIFA (Irish International Freight Association) will be exposed to the effects of
BREXIT to a very significant extent.
In consideration of this the IIFA has prioritised BREXIT at Council level and has been attempting to
establish as clearly as possible how their members and the economy in general will be effected.
To this end the council has:
Established a IIFA BREXIT Committee
Have been consulting with Membership
Is attending a variety of BREXIT seminars and events including the Sectoral Meetings
organised by Government and the All Island Civic Forum.
Joined CLECAT, a Brussels based lobby group representing the freight industry
Organised a BREXIT Seminar (21st February 2017)

IIFA BREXIT SEMINAR

The seminar was attended by over 120 Business Leaders from across the island, North and
South from not only the Freight Forwarding community, but other stakeholders such as
Shipping Lines, Ports, Exporters, Hauliers, Chambers of Commerce, DTTAS, Revenue and
Politicians.
The speaker panel included Deirdre Clune, MEP – Ireland’s representative on the EU
Transport Committee, John McGrane, Director General, British-Irish Chamber of Commerce,
Frankie Devlin, Partner and Fionn Uibh Eachach, Director VAT, KMPG Ireland.
These Speakers collectively provided an insight into continental Europe’s reactions to and
feelings towards BREXIT, reports on developments since the Referendum in June 2016, plus
details on the tax implications arising from potential BREXIT scenarios based on existing
Trade Agreements within the European Union.
The final hour of this seminar took a workshop approach through which the attendees were
asked to perform a SWAT analysis through addressing 6 questions.
The workshop session allowed all in attendance to volunteer key opinions and concerns and
the information gathered will be collated by the association and will be presented to our
MEP’s and government departments.
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Future BREXIT preparations – IIFA’s 5 Point Plan

1 Continued engagement with Government departments
2 Continued attendance at BREXIT forums
3 Direct contact with MEP & TDs and to Lobby EU via CLECAT
4 Upskill Irish Freight industry with launch of IIFA Customs Clearance course
5 Setup all island workgroup to study frictionless borders

Through the combined work of IIFA Council and the Association Secretariat, two-way
communication lines will remain active between IIFA and relevant Official Bodies. IIFA
Members are encouraged to support this process by sharing their own thoughts and
feedback with the Association Secretariat, thereby lending further strength to its voice as a
key Representative body for the Irish Freight, Logistics and Transport industries.

The following are the results of the SWAT analysis, detailed across pages 5 - 10. Also
attached is the report from the Department Transport, Tourism and Sport Sectorial Meeting
held in Dundalk on 23rd January 2017 and Theresa May’s 12 Point Plan for BREXIT.

Power Point slides from the event are available via:
http://iifa.ie/upcoming-events.html
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1. Strengths:
With a view of present trading conditions, what do you see as a strength that Ireland will
retain in a post-BREXIT world?
A
Our people are a strong resource for as Ireland will be the only English speaking Country left
in the European Union. Well educated and qualified workforce. Ireland has reputation for high
standard of Education.
B
Route to Market to EU and good infrastructure to support this. This would be further
strengthened if Common Travel Area (CTA) can be maintained. The CTA received positive signals
from Theresa May’s 17th January 2017 BREXIT speech. Could border help in giving an edge on access
to UK? If we can resolve physical access to EU then we can still attract FDI.
C
Cultural and historical links with the UK, Ireland is UK’s 5th largest trade partner. At the
moment, there is willingness from the UK to work together for a solution. Ireland has the most
unique relationship with UK.
D
On a further and related note, Ireland also enjoys strong diplomatic ties with USA, evidenced
by Pre-Clearance of Passengers at Irish Airports. In addition, Ireland has a trade agreement with
Canada that UK doesn’t have that took 7 years to negotiate. Geographically, Ireland is the closest
European Country to USA and Canada which could potentially make Ireland the Logistical gateway
from USA/ Canada to EU and vice-versa. Multinationals based here will still have access to EU. As
Ireland will remain part of the EU, it will retain Freedom of European movement of trade and the
Euro currency.
E
Ireland appears to be more organised and better prepared than most, taking a proactive
approach. Positive reception from Northern Ireland based agencies when invited to All-Island events,
felt that they receive more information from Republic of Ireland than presently available from UK.
Arising from the significance of the challenge, Ireland will be required to come up with the most
creative solutions and with its age profile, should best be able to handle same. Ireland has emerged
from difficult situations in the recent past, should be proud of its mettle.
F
Ireland’s climate has a cool temperature, ideal for Agriculture and the Quality of food
products from Ireland is already of a high international standard.
G

Corporate Tax regime.

H

Excellent Irish revenue customs system.

I

2nd most open economy in the World

J

Affiliations in both Countries and ease to set up sister companies

K

Multiple sea channels

L

COMMON LAW ENVIRONMENT
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2. Opportunities:
Can you see any opportunities for your own business as a consequence of BREXIT? Also,
are there any areas in which you believe Ireland should be looking at for potential
opportunity?
A
Centralised Clearance, goods cleared in Ireland for distribution to other European
Countries. A system like this is already working well for the Netherlands.(FISCAL
REPRESENTATION)
B
Ireland could be developed as a freight gateway to Europe that is dependent on our
routes and connectivity. Given its geographical position, Ireland could be utilised as a
distribution hub. Air Freight could increase with goods going direct from Ireland instead of
going by road to UK first and Shipping lines could grow their services by offering routes
going direct from Ireland to Continent of Europe. This would require investment in
infrastructure surrounding Ireland’s Ports and other related transport concerns.
C
Consumer spending presently going to UK (via online and retail outlets based in
Ireland) may now remain in Ireland and be spent in Irish retail outlets.
D
Ireland should look at alternative markets to grow business within and outside EU,
potentially replace markets which are currently serviced by UK based Exporters. In this
regard, Ireland could produce more of its own foodstuffs.
E
With reports that key Financial Services institutes are looking to re-locate to Ireland,
there exists potential to diversify into other types of business and other markets. UK
industries seeking a base in Europe could look at Ireland for option as could any company
now seeking an English speaking EU base. For those UK firms, there could be a transfer of
business activities to Ireland which is currently treated as a “sub” office. Also, EU Intuitions
based in UK will have to relocate.
F

Develop completely new IT models
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3. Threats:
What is your greatest fear as a consequence of BREXIT?
A
A border with the UK, particularly Northern Ireland as cross-border trade is estimated to
amount to some €3 billion annually.
B
Increased transport costs and a potential drop in the level of trade, potentially slowed down
via delays in Supply Chain from increased regulations to comply with. Congestion at Ports and
Airports is also of concern due to lack of space at Ports and Airports to facilitate increased Customs
checks, which it is felt will inevitably be introduced.
C
Disproportionate cost impact on Ireland. Ireland had no part in vote but will have to take
money from state resources, otherwise spent on health, schools etc, to invest in border controls,
increased Customs staff, appropriate training for same etc… The impact on Ireland will be the
hardest among any of the remaining EU Members. Furthermore, Ireland is less than 4% of EU
population. Ireland is losing an ally at European level/ loss of Big Brother looking after Ireland’s
interests. Will the EU give appropriate concern to the impact that it’s small EU Member will face?
D
The Negotiations are of great concern. Negative, or extremely successful, BREXIT
negotiations could see vastly different results in different directions. A great deal for Britain could
lead to potential dissatisfaction within Europe resulting in future erosion and break-up with
continued/ increased anti-establishment votes eg. BREXIT/ TRUMP etc… The fear exists presently
that France may have a French Exit vote and Netherlands are considering leaving the Euro currency.
Such continued feelings raises fears of the potential unravelling of the EU. On the opposite scale,
there exists fear of a two-tier Europe with Germany, France, Belgium and Italy as one cooperative
unit. Whatever the result, if any bitterness emerges from these negotiations, this feeling will have an
effect on the future of Europe.
E
Complete chaos if Britain cannot negotiate an orderly BREXIT and even more uncertainty
than there is now. This will also impact market conditions. Negative negotiations resulting in a deep
recession in UK could have impact on Republic of Ireland and job losses. Ireland may find itself in
limbo due to time frame for trade deals to be agreed.
F
Cheap product “dumping” of non EU product into Northern Ireland making their way to ROI.
This would then see cross border smuggling becoming a significant issue.
G

Possible shift in global language from English.

H

Certificate of Origins on UK Cargo

I

Other commonwealth Countries may set up better deals with UK

J

Loss of FDI to Irish market if UK set its own corporate tariffs.

K

Currency fluctuations and possible tariff war between EU and UK
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4. Weaknesses:
What area should Ireland be conscious of as a weakness, when approaching BREXIT
negotiations?
A
Present Government instability. If new Government emerges, will not be in strong
enough position, will not be established enough when serious negotiations begin.
B
Perceived lack of information from Government, Media not sharing Government’s
actions on this point/ their strategy.
C
Ireland is small, could be engulfed in negotiations by stronger EU Members. Our
influence there is not particularly strong. Other EU Member states don’t see Ireland’s
position as being important. Ireland could be collateral damage from UK policy. For the
reason of having no land link with Europe and other reasons, Ireland has the most to lose. At
the starting point, our corporate tax rate makes us unpopular with other EU Member states.
D
UK Consumer sentiment – reduction in exports to UK will have an impact given
Ireland’s dependence on UK Market as a trading partner. At the present moment, there are
not enough alternative markets available.
E
Lack of Irish staff in EU Commission because of language barrier. Ireland needs to
prepare to become more European. European languages should be taught in primary
schools.
F

Rates of exchange for Irish companies.

G
Heavily dependent on both EU funding and UK trade, two different sides on the
negotiation table.
H

Ireland is just post-financial crisis

I

Loss of control of local taxes

J

Lack of Expertise in Irish public service

K

No agreement – WTO
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5. Government Reaction:
What do you think are the most appropriate responses to the anticipated effects of
BREXIT from Government perspectives?
A
With Irish Government, potential leadership situation letting focus on BREXIT slip.
Could have a two-tier political divide with Government advancing EU party line and an
Opposition proposing a “public vote”
B
Full plans for two scenarios now: soft and hard exits and associated consequences
but also Government should begin contingency planning for all possible outcomes including
EU unravelling.
C
Government should recognise the vital role Freight Forwarders will play and support
them appropriately. Needs to take steps to understand the industry. It is felt that the
present Minister for Transport does not have an understanding of the industry.
D
Recognise Ireland is not a special case. BREXIT effects are coming so Ireland must
prepare now. Face reality of forthcoming increase in Customs activity etc… begin to train
Revenue staff immediately and to a professional level. Run a pilot programme at the
borders to check the effects. Also look at drafting alternative paperwork for facilitating
transit of goods through UK to EU and use this as an opportunity to draft electronic EURI,
ATR and T2L documents. Identify areas where infrastructure needs improvement and begin
process now:
Ports, Roads, Airports, direct routes etc… The corridor to Europe should be maintained as
much as possible in addition to Sourcing and developing different routes.
E
Create new EU Alliances (Eastern block, Iberian block) and explore new markets. This
can be supported with increased export incentives to non EU Countries/ facilitate
diversification to other markets.
F
Fear factor – we need to be careful about our approach to the EU in light of UK’s
eventually departure, who does Ireland throw its support behind when the EU + UK
negotiations begin? Do not let Ireland become collateral damage.
G
Lobby EU and vote on important agreements, Ireland to use veto if we have to. Keep
Ireland’s vulnerable position alive and in focus during negotiations and aim to secure early
an agreement with the EU to have a “seamless border.” EU needs to understanding Ireland’s
‘unique’ position among the remaining EU Member states and that Ireland will remain an EU
Member.
Other noted concerns:
Continue Bi Lateral agreements in Air Freight.
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Need for a unified approach.
Dublin becomes an avenue into NI and then into UK
State aids for companies struggling with depreciation of sterling
6. What are we missing?:
What is an area you feel has been absent from popular/ mainstream BREXIT dialogue
within Ireland, to this point?
A
UK will be massive loss to the EU and the EU may go in a direction that Ireland is not
happy with. Ireland will need to stand on its own but may not have the strength, resulting in
a possible step backwards for Ireland.
B
Focus so far has been on what UK wants, Ireland needs to inform its EU colleagues
about its own situation and concerns.
C
Little dialogue with Customs Clearance Agents regarding procedures that may be
implemented because Revenue not aware of what will happen.
D
Potential lack of future Tourism. When UK takes back control of its borders,
Immigration – Refugees, will Ireland be able to manage with increased application?
E
A general lack of information and alternative opinions. Does the EU have a plan in
place? Cost of BREXIT – who will pay? Will there be increased contributions to EU finances
required from Ireland? Department of Agriculture regulations with EU? No information on
defence forces/ security.
F
Too much focus on fear factor, the opportunities presented by BREXIT are not
getting a fair hearing.
G
Need to focus on transport industry as a whole, multi-modal supply chain. Shippers
do not really realise impact of cost + potential delays in their supply chains. Supply chain
cost could increase and its effect on the Irish consumer needs to be fairly understood. Such
Trade concerns have been absent from media coverage. Consumer sentiment UK prior to
BREXIT is to save rather than spend resulting in a decrease in Irish exports prior to
negotiation conclusion. Freight Forwarders’ Customers are diversifying, putting extra
demand for solutions now and wanting to have assurance as to what a post BREXIT trade
situation will be like.
Other noted concerns:
Too much focus on Northern Ireland border but no addressing the black market trade issue.
75% of truck drivers in Ireland are non-Irish EU Nationals, passing through the UK could be
an issue.
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Theresa May 12 Point Plan BREXIT Agenda
As taken from 17th January 2017 BREXIT speech from Lancaster house
View the speech in full via:

https://youtu.be/o0rRnTFJszU

1. Provide certainty about the process of leaving the EU
2. Control of our own laws
3. Strengthen the Union between the four nations of the United Kingdom
4. Maintain the Common Travel Area with Ireland 5
5. Brexit must mean control of the number of people who come to Britain from Europe
6. Rights for EU nationals in Britain and British nationals in the EU
7. Protect workers' rights
8. Free trade with European markets through a free trade agreement
9. New trade agreements with other countries
10. The best place for science and innovation
11. Co-operation in the fight against crime and terrorism
12. A smooth, orderly BREXIT
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About Irish International Freight Association

Irish International Freight Association (IIFA) is the National Representative Body for the Irish Freight
Forwarding community. Run by a Council of elected representatives from its membership body, the
Association's overall aim is to ensure that the concerns of Members and their Clients are heard and
acted upon. With 120 Members nationwide, IIFA members facilitate 90% of Ireland’s international
trade. IIFA as a recognised industry stake-holder maintains membership of a number of
knowledgeable and influential Associations both at National and International level.
IIFA is Ireland’s National Association Member of FIATA, the International Federation of Freight
Forwarders’ Associations, based in Zurich, Switzerland and is also a member of CLECAT, the
European Association for Forwarding, Transport, Logistics and Customs Services, based in Brussels,
Belgium. Locally, Representatives from the IIFA Council sit upon Revenue’s Customs Consultative
Committee and other relevant stakeholder groups, such as DTTAS’ recently formed BREXIT group.
IIFA supports the continuous improvement of the Irish Freight Industry by offering training with an
Irish version of the internationally recognized FIATA Diploma in Freight Forwarding, a 10 module
distance learning course that covers the cornerstones of the Freight, Logistics and Transport
industry. Initial modules cover transport by Land, Air and Sea while later modules detail important
background considerations such as Customs Clearance, Dangerous Goods and Insurance. In
September 2017, IIFA will launch a stand-alone Customs Clearance and practical SAD completion
course.
Between 3rd – 8th October 2016, IIFA hosted the 2016 FIATA World Congress in Dublin. The FIATA
World Congress is the largest annual gathering of the Freight, Logistics and Transport industry from
around the World. Over 700 attended and enjoyed a Congress program that was widely praised by
all in attendance.
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About FIATA

FIATA is the "International Federation of Freight Forwarders Associations" and was founded in
Vienna/Austria on May 31, 1926. A non-governmental organisation, FIATA now represents an
industry covering approximately 40,000 Forwarding and Logistics firms, also known as the
"Architects of Transport", employing around 10 million people in 160 countries.
FIATA has consultative status with the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) of the United Nations
(inter alia ECE, ESCAP, ESCWA), the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), and the UN Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL). It is recognised as
representing the freight forwarding industry by many other governmental organisations,
governmental authorities, private international organisations in the field of transport such as the
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the International Air Transport Association (IATA), the
International Union of Railways (UIC), the International Road Transport Union (IRU), the World
Customs Organization (WCO), the World Trade Organization (WTO), etc.
In summary FIATA is the largest non-governmental organisation in the field of transportation. Its
influence is worldwide.
Each year FIATA hosts an International Congress, bringing together high level Speakers addressing
the future of the global freight industry and allowing its member significant networking
opportunities. FIATA National Association members bid for the opportunity to host this prestigious
event and a successful host Country is selected by FIATA’s Congress Committee and Extended Board
three years in advance. Ireland put together a strong bid in 2013 and was announced as a finalist
alongside Qatar and South Africa in June of that year. Two Delegates from Ireland travelled to the
2013 FWC in Singapore and successfully promoted Ireland as the destination for 2016.
There were 16 Founding Members of FIATA, a global group of National Association Bodies for their
Countries Freight and Customs Brokerage industries. Today, FIATA lists over 100 National
Association Members amongst its wider Membership. As 2016 was the 90th Anniversary of FIATA,
this event was incorporated into the 2016 Dublin Congress.
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About CLECAT

CLECAT represents the interests of more than 19,000 companies employing in excess of 1,000,000
staff in Logistics, Freight Forwarding and Customs services. Multinational, medium and small Freight
Forwarders and Customs agents are all within its membership, making the organisation the most
representative of its kind.
European Freight Forwarders and Customs agents clear around 95% of all goods in Europe and
handle 65% of the cargo transported by road, 95% of the cargo transported by air and 65% of cargo
transport by ship. Freight Forwarders also use Rail Freight, Inland Waterways and Intermodal
transport. They make extensive use of IT systems, dedicated terminals and Warehousing to respond
to the needs of their Customers.
CLECAT has over 20 national organisations of European freight related service providers in its
membership.
The association was established in 1958 as the 'European Liaison Committee of Common Market
Forwarders' – also "Comité de Liaison Européen des Commissionaires et Auxiliaires de Transport du
Marché Commun" (CLECAT). CLECAT is based in Brussels with a permanent secretariat and offices
close to the European institutions. It’s membership is updated weekly on developments relevant to
the Sector on both a European and Global level. Meetings for its various Working Groups are held
quarterly and it hosts a Freight Forwarders Forum annually in November.
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For further information, please contact:

Irish International Freight Association
Unit C3, Airside Enterprise Centre,
Swords, Co. Dublin
Telephone: 01-845-5411
E-Mail: info@iifa.ie
Web: www.iifa.ie

Seamus Kavanagh
Executive Officer
Irish International Freight Association
Unit C3, Airside Enterprise Centre, Swords,
Co. Dublin, K67 T9H9, Ireland.
T:
+353 (0) 1 845 5411
M:
+353 (0) 87 656 3352
E:
info@iifa.ie
W:
www.iifa.ie

Tom Thornton
IIIFA President

T:
M:
E:

+353 (0) 1 861 2790
+353 (0) 87 267 5687
tom@wellscargo.ie
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February, 2017

SUMMARY OF TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS ALL-ISLAND SECTORAL MEETING
23rd January, 2017
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Dundalk
1.

INTRODUCTION
This Sectoral Meeting was well attended with over 110 participants from North and South
representing the Freight, Maritime, Aviation, and Public Transport sectors as well as
representatives

from

Business

Associations,

Local

Authorities

and

Government

Departments. Participants were seated at tables of approximately 12 which included, as far
as possible, representatives from each of the main transport sectors, Business and
Government representatives and a mix of North and South delegates. A Facilitator and
Notetaker from the Department of Transport, Tourism & Sport assisted at each table. The
workshop was chaired by Michael Counahan of CHL Consulting.
2.

MINISTER’S ADDRESS
The meeting commenced at 09.30 with an opening address by Minister Shane Ross, the
Minister for Transport, Tourism & Sport, in which he welcomed participants and said
that the All-Island Meeting on Transport & Logistics is a follow up to the All-Ireland Civic
Dialogue held in Kilmainham, Dublin on November 2nd, 2016. The objective of the event
was to get the viewpoints of those involved in the transport and logistics sector on both
sides of the Border on how the decision of the UK to leave the European Union will affect
the sector and what can be done now and into the future to mitigate adverse effects.
He confirmed that the main outputs of the meeting will be used to help inform the next AllIsland Civic Dialogue, scheduled for 17th February 2017, and ultimately to inform
Government's position on issues related to the EU’s negotiations with the UK.
He said that Ireland’s priorities in terms of Brexit are:


economic and trading arrangements,



the Northern Ireland Peace Process including border issues,



the common travel area,



and the future of the European Union.

The Minister welcomed the recent clarity from the UK Prime Minister who said that her
priorities include maintaining the common travel area and avoiding a return to a hard
border between Ireland and Northern Ireland. He reiterated that the Irish Government is
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fully committed to protecting the integrity of the Good Friday Agreement and its core
principles. He said that the interests of the island as a whole and protecting the gains of the
peace process will remain priorities for the Irish Government in the upcoming Brexit
negotiations.

The Department of Transport, Tourism & Sport, along with all Government Departments,
has been carrying out extensive analysis of the implications of Brexit across the various
sectors, including through the all-island Civic Dialogue process.
He said that this dialogue will greatly assist the Government to continue to formulate an All
–Island viewpoint on the effects of Brexit and that more meetings will be necessary as the
shape and direction of these negotiations become more apparent.
3.

PRESENTATION BY GRAHAM DOYLE
The Secretary General of the Department of Transport, Tourism & Sport, Mr Graham
Doyle, gave a presentation on the Government’s priorities and actions taken since the
decision by the UK on 23rd June, 2016, to leave the EU. He referred to the stakeholder
engagement by the Department of Transport, Tourism & Sport, with representative groups
of the Maritime, Freight and Aviation sectors and of the Government’s All-Island sectoral
engagements across all key sectors including Education, Transport, Tourism, Agriculture
etc. He emphasised the importance of access to the island via maritime and aviation
networks and said that the importance of freedom of movement between the North and
South for people and goods could not be overstated.
He referred to the importance of the UK market – it is Ireland’s largest export market with
14% of total Irish exports of goods and services destined for the UK in 2015. In the other
direction, Ireland is the UK’s 5th largest export market.
Almost 26% of overall Irish imports, come from the UK. North / South cross-border trade is
estimated to amount to some €3 billion annually. In terms of tourism, in 2015, more than a
quarter (27.2%) of trips abroad in 2015 were to Great Britain while 4.7% were to Northern
Ireland. Visitors from GB accounted for 41 per cent of the 8.6 million overseas trips to
Ireland by non-residents.
He said that discussions with Transport Stakeholders to date made clear that any
additional barriers to the current access arrangements between the UK and Ireland,
including between North and South, such as:
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new border controls



new regulatory controls



additional administrative arrangements



new technical requirements.

February, 2017

would be detrimental to transport operators and the overall economy, will increase the cost
of doing business and have a significant negative impact on the efficiency of the transit of
both goods and passengers.
In addition, currency fluctuations may cause increases in overall costs and lead business to
be sourced elsewhere.
4.

REPORTING FROM BREAKOUT SESSION
The meeting participants then discussed the following questions at each table:
1) How has Brexit affected you in your normal business to date?
2) What do you expect to be the impact that Brexit might have on your business?
3) What are the actions that you are taking or plan to take in the coming weeks, months
and years to prepare for the impact of Brexit?
4) What do you think are the most appropriate responses to the anticipated effects of
Brexit from both industry and government perspectives?
5) What effect would any erosion of the Common Travel Area provisions have on your
organisations?
6) What are the opportunities presented by Brexit for your organisation?
Following detailed discussions, the Facilitator from each table reported back to a Plenary
Session the views of their table on the 6 questions put to them. In summary:
A) Participants stressed the immediate vulnerability of the sector in terms of:

•

currency exposure;

•

the impact of uncertainty on business and investment decisions;

•

access to labour; and

•

the impact on regional development.

B) Particular concerns on the anticipated impact of Brexit included:

•

difficulties arising with the land bridge over the UK to Mainland Europe and the
status of goods in transit;
Page 3
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future air connectivity with the UK and the loss of aviation traffic rights and concern
over the right of certain major Irish airlines with majority shareholding in the UK or
outside the EU e.g. Ryanair, Aer Lingus to continue to operate in EU;

•

the potential for lengthy delays and new technical requirements created by customs
checks on the cross-border transit of goods;

•

infrastructure challenges for ports as goods traded between the UK and Ireland will
have to be held for customs clearance;

•

The importance of cross-border funding and cooperation, for both communities and
industry, was highlighted.

C) Industry representatives called for:

•

the acceleration of investment in infrastructure (rail, roads, broadband) and the
need to convey the message that Ireland is open for business;

•

the need for consistency across Government messaging and to correct
misinformation, e.g. the perception abroad that Ireland is leaving the EU, was
stressed;

•

a strong voice at the negotiating table to ensure that the disproportionate impact on
the island is reflected;

•

increased lobbying by industry;

•

Government to be proactive in building alliances in the lead up to and during
negotiations on Brexit with other Member States to ensure that Ireland’s unique
concerns are understood.

D) There was a desire for increased information from Government and participants
welcomed the Civic Dialogue process in this regard. Industry representatives requested
that stakeholders continue to be updated, including as the negotiating process unfolds.
Further detail of the comments and points made are as follows:
4.1

Challenges/Opportunities

4.1.1 Challenges Arising to Date
Participants identified a number of impacts that they have already experienced, most
notably:
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The drop in the value of Sterling which has had a very significant impact on firms doing
business in the UK;

-

A worrying uncertainty about the consequences of Brexit is affecting business
investment decisions;

-

A rapid growth in used vehicle imports from N.Ireland;

-

Growing concerns regarding the employment of workers from Eastern Europe, as many
are working in the transport industry - some East European drivers in N.Ireland have
already returned home;

-

Pressure to complete EU-funded North-South and East-West projects lest they be
terminated by Brexit.

4.1.2 Future Challenges
Much of the focus regarding future challenges was on economy and trade-related issues,
and these are summarised under point 2 below. However, participants also identified a
number of wider challenges and these are listed here:

-

The most fundamental challenge is to achieve the best possible outcome for Ireland,
and to influence the EU and UK negotiating positions as strongly as possible towards
this end;

-

There is a challenge for Government and the Industry representative bodies to clearly
communicate the risks and impacts of Brexit to Governments and business
organisations in the other EU Member States;

-

Brexit must be viewed as an All-Island issue, as there are many concerns shared
between North and South;

-

A Brexit risk register should be prepared urgently, and plans established to respond to
different outcomes of the EU-UK negotiations;

-

A phased transition programme should be agreed where significant changes – e.g. a
hard border – result from Brexit.

4.1.3 Opportunities
The overwhelming consensus among participants is that, while there may be some
opportunities, these are totally outweighed by the likely risks.
-

The most frequently mentioned opportunity is that of attracting foreign direct investment
(FDI), both from UK firms relocating to remain within the EU, and from other overseas
sources looking for an English-speaking location within the EU;
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-

EU agencies currently in the UK may relocate to Ireland;

-

There may be opportunities to introduce new shipping routes between Ireland and
Mainland Europe, if customs regulations and time delays with the landbridge route and
transhipment via the UK add significantly to trade costs;

-

There may be opportunities for increased air freight services to new destinations,
avoiding transhipments via UK airports;

-

Businesses supplying security, surveillance, customs clearance and cost reduction
services may experience increased demand;

-

The risks of Brexit should give impetus to increased infrastructural investment in Ireland
to mitigate the disadvantages of peripherality;

4.2

Duty-free shopping will be reintroduced between the UK and Ireland.

Economy/Trade
The extent of the difficulties that will be caused by Brexit are not yet certain, but it is clear
that it presents enormous challenges to the transport and logistics sector. Participants
identified significant issues, as summarised below. Essentially, these all relate to difficulties
that would arise from a hard border, the depreciation of Sterling, and regulatory changes.
-

The introduction of customs checks at the border with N.Ireland would lead to very
lengthy delays, giving rise to considerable increases in cost and great difficulties with
maintaining just-in-time delivery schedules. Indeed, existing supply chains on both
sides of the border will be at risk;

-

The need for customs clearance checks on goods inbound from Britain would require
greatly increased storage space at the ports and airports and, in many cases,
especially Dublin, such space is not available;

-

There is likely to be a loss of business to N.Ireland ports if border delays and
associated costs become a problem, as there will be a drop in N.Irish trade via Irish
ports;

-

There are concerns that customs and regulatory issues could hamper use of the
landbridge route across Britain to Mainland Europe, and that transhipment of goods via
British ports could also be affected;

-

If new direct shipping routes to Mainland Europe are introduced, there could be a shift
from Ro-Ro to Lo-Lo, with a consequent fall in demand for road haulage services,
which would hit employment in the sector;

-

The aviation sector is at risk of the loss of the UK from the EU open skies policy; this
would have to be replaced with a bilateral agreement with the UK which could be
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damaging to Irish airlines and also to air passenger transport between Britain and
Ireland;
-

A further issue for airlines is the implication of Brexit regarding ownership structures –
thus, airlines with greater than 50% non-EU ownership may no longer qualify as EU
airlines which would affect their entitlements to operate freely within the EU. The
leading Irish airlines would be directly affected by this.

-

Continuing Sterling weakness will affect the competitiveness of Irish firms operating in
or trading with the UK market.

-

Employment in the transport and logistics sector could be adversely affected by
changes in the recognition of qualifications and licences in the UK, post-Brexit.

-

Similarly, changes in the regulations and standards governing the transport sector,
including vehicles, could adversely affect transport costs and operations post Brexit.

4.3

Northern Ireland
The transport and logistics sector in Northern Ireland is very exposed to a similar set of
risks as is this sector in the Republic of Ireland. On the one hand, a fall in the value of
sterling enhances cross-border competitiveness, assisting the retail and tourism sectors in
N.Ireland, as well as other export businesses including those in the transport and logistics
sector. However, on the other hand, N.Ireland will be negatively affected by:
-

Border controls

-

The end, potentially, of the Common Travel Area, impacting on cross-border travel to
work etc.

-

Reduced economic growth, both in UK and Ireland, leading to a fall in demand for
transport and logistics services and reduced employment opportunities

-

The agri-food industry is a major employer on both sides of the border and would be
greatly affected by restrictions on cross-border trade/traffic.

-

Ports and airports in N.Ireland would be affected – for example, both Foyle Port and
Derry Airport depend on cross-border traffic for much of their business and this could
be lost if there are restrictions on the flow of people and goods.
Finally, a key priority noted by many participants is to ensure that the Good Friday
Agreement is protected.

4.4

Common Travel Area
Many of the points already highlighted arise here – essentially, should the CTA come to an
end with Brexit, the flow of people, goods and services between Ireland and the UK will be
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severely affected. For many participants, maintaining the CTA is the most critical issue in
the forthcoming negotiations. Significant impacts noted by participants were:
-

Considerable uncertainty for people living on one side of the border and working on the
other: this extends beyond travel delays and employment rights to include issues such
as social welfare entitlements, pensions, employment terms and conditions etc.

-

Skills shortages may arise on both sides of the border if people can no longer travel
easily from one side to the other for work.

-

Irish resident EU drivers may not be able to work freely if their work includes traversing
part of the UK (e.g. driving from Donegal to Dublin via N.Ireland) or using the
landbridge route across Britain to reach Mainland Europe.

-

There would be major regulatory implications for ferries and public transport operators
(bus, rail).

-

Air transport would also be affected – for example, one-third of Shannon Airport’s
business is with the UK

4.5

-

There would be severe congestion at border crossings.

-

There would be increased public spending on customs operations and border security.

-

Smuggling of people and goods could re-emerge as a significant activity.

The European Union
Many participants noted the need for Ireland to be more assertive with the EU on where
Ireland’s interests lie, and to secure more flexibility in how Ireland can deal with the UK
within the context of the overall EU-UK negotiations. Other key points made were:
-

Ireland should avail of its continuing status as an EU Member State, and the only
English-speaking one at that, to attract inward investment from the UK and from
outside the EU.

-

Businesses and government agencies should focus on building trade with the rest of
the EU and reducing dependence on the UK.

-

Ensure EU funding for cross-border projects is retained.

-

Ensure EU standards and qualifications – e.g. for pilots, drivers, transport operators
and vehicles – continue to be recognised in the UK post Brexit

-

The UK currently has a very large share of EU contracts – there should be an
emphasis on winning a large part of this for Irish firms.
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Citizens
Many of the points made under the other headings are directly relevant to Citizens. In
particular, the loss of the Common Travel Area and introduction of border controls would
have potentially profound implications for Citizens North and South in their working, social
and personal lives. Other major issues include:
-

The loss of employment opportunities if cross-border commuting for work becomes
problematic, or if restrictions on cross-border employment are introduced.

-

Concerns about the continuing recognition of Irish/EU qualifications in the UK and viceversa.

-

Many cross-border EU-funded programmes (e.g. Interreg, PEACE) have a strong
social dimension to them, and these will be at risk.

-

5.

Impact on residents of the North-West due to increased remoteness.

CLOSURE OF MEETING
The meeting concluded with a brief open discussion where the issues of air traffic rights,
road haulage, and problems arising from potential delays in freight traffic at ports were
raised. It was suggested that the Government should have 4/5 main key messages for the
Transport sector and these should be distributed to transport businesses and industry
representative groups so they can lobby their EU counterparts more effectively, and so the
Government and the industry are delivering a consistent message. The importance of
building alliances with other like-minded EU Member States (even if it means alliances with
different Member States on particular issues) is very important and should get underway as
soon as possible.

The Minister for Transport, Tourism & Sport closed the meeting and thanked all for their
participation saying that he was very impressed by the level of engagement of all
participants. He said that he would take the points raised back to Government and that the
issues raised would be reported on at the next All-Island Sectoral Meeting on 17th February
2017.
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